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The Sonic games are a franchise of video games where the player controls Sonic the Hedgehog and has to traverse through different levels to save the world from Dr. Eggman. This video game is also known as the Sega Mega Drive and Genesis Sonic games. Sonic game series hold a strong and successful reputation when it comes to video games machines. Sonic has his own recognizable characteristics in the form of his physics, lightning fast speed and a special trait called
"The Tails" which enables him to cling to surfaces. The sonic games franchise began in 1991 with Sonic The Hedgehog; the first main entry in the series. This was followed by several sequels, spin-offs, and video games within the franchise. The exact number of video games in the series is 2. The first Sonic game and 2nd Sonic game in the series was developed by Sonic Team and published by Sega. Sega is an American video game company founded in Tokyo, Japan in

1973 by Dr. Yoshisuke Ada and Tadashi Miike. It is one of the oldest video game companies, and its flagship game console is the Sega Genesis. Sonic Team was founded in 1990 by the former Gunpei Yokoi. Sonic games are usually credited as Sonic the Hedgehog, Sonic the Hedgehog 2, Sonic the Hedgehog 3, Sonic & Knuckles, Sonic CD, Sonic 3 & Knuckles, Sonic Adventure, Sonic Adventure 2, Sonic the Hedgehog 4, Sonic Generations, and Sonic & All-Stars
RacingTransformed. Sonic the Hedgehog is a platform video game created by Sonic Team and published by Sega for the Sega Genesis/Mega Drive game console. The game was released in arcades in 1991 and in 1992 in a home conversion, ported to the Sega Master System and Game Gear. It was the first game in the Sonic the Hedgehog series. The game was a major success for the Sega Genesis, selling more than 4.5 million copies within f30f4ceada
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